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Sheffield-based design company Fripp Design developed a process for 3D printing with 

siliconematerials called Picsima a few years ago, and they have been working on gaining 

a patent for in the United Kingdom. The company invested more than eighteen months 

into the entire patent process, and it ended up costing them well over £15,000, but this 

week their hard work has paid off when they were finally granted their patent. Fripp 

Design will also be seeking a European patent, which will now be easier to acquire after 

being granted a UK patent. The company will also be seeking similar patents in the 

United States and China in April and May. 

 

The Picsima silicone 3D printing process 

can be used to 3D print realistic prosthetic 

body parts using high-quality 3D scans, 

including noses, ears and even dentures. 

The process uses medical-grade silicone 

materials which have already been 

approved for surgery and use within the 

human body. Now that the company has 

patented the process they will officially 

begin offering potential partners and 

investors access to the specifics of their 

technology as well as licensing deals to 

interested companies. They are also 

looking for investors willing to help them 

set up a manufacturing facility in 

Rotherham to start large-scale production 

of Picsima 3D printers. 

 

http://3dprint.com/author/scott-j-grunewald/
http://www.frippdesign.co.uk/
http://3dprint.com/67111/picsima-3d-prints-silicone/
http://3dprint.com/67111/picsima-3d-prints-silicone/
http://www.picsima.com/


 

“The patent is a significant step forward for the company and its shareholders. It finally 

recognises the inventiveness of the method we have discovered which, on the face of it, 

would appear to be obvious yet nobody else had thought of it before us. We have had 

enquiries from Apple, Johnson and Johnson, Smith and Nephew, Disney and Jaguar 

Land Rover. The patent means we can now give clarification around the method, which is 

the intellectual property,” explained Fripp Design co-owner Steve Roberts. 

 

 
3D printed silicone nose prosthetics. 

 

The Picsima process starts with a bath full of a type of silicone oil that can be cured, or 

solidified, with a catalyst agent. A basic 3D printer configuration uses a needle as an 

extruder that 3D prints into the silicone oil with small, controlled amounts of the catalyst 

agent layer by layer. Because the catalyst solidifies the silicone almost instantly, the 

prosthetic body part won’t require any support structures of any kind. The concept is 

almost a hybrid process between a powder bed 3D printer and a stereolithography 3D 

printer. 

More than eleven years of product design experience, 3D printing technology and 

working with silicone contributed to the development of the Picsima process. They key to 

the technology was the curable silicone material and understanding the chemistry of the 

process. Once co-owner Tom Fripp understood how the platinum curing silicone worked 



they had what Roberts described as a ‘light bulb moment,’ resulting in the creation of the 

Picsima technology. 

The company had received a €50,000 investment from the European Commission to 

develop the technology, and they were considering seeking €2,000,000 more in seed 

money from the Commission’s Horizon 2020 grant program, but were discouraged by the 

year-long process that had a limited chance of success. By patenting the process and 

seeking investors, Roberts and Fripp believe that they can commercialize the technology 

much faster. You can find out more about the Picsima technology here. Discuss in the 3D 

Printed Silicone Picsima Process forum over at 3DPB.com. 
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